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Office of the Chief Technologist 
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Tracks Analyzes, and Integrates s 

Technology Investment                           

Across the Agency 

Serves as Advisor to Administration 

Leads Tech Transfer, Partnerships             

and Commercialization Activities                      

Across the Agency 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF 

TECHNOLOGIST 

Provides Agency-Level Policy, Direction, 

Strategy and Priorities for NASA’s 

Technology Portfolio 

Provides Leadership, Policy and Strategy for 

Innovation, Prize Competitions and                                        

Agency Grand Challenges 

Engages Government Agencies, Industry, 

and Academia and Advocates NASA’s 

R&D Programs 



For Human Exploration, 

All Roads Lead to Mars 
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Earth 

Reliant Proving Ground 
Earth 

Independent 

• NASA’s vision: 

• To reach for new heights and reveal the unknown 

so that what we do and learn will benefit all humankind 

 

• Why is Mars the new height? 

• It is the only destination if humanity is to leave the cradle of Earth 

 

• How do we get to Mars? 

• Through balance between science, technology, commercial, 

international and human endeavors 

Road to Mars 



The Technology Road to Mars: 

Paving the Way 
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Earth 

Reliant Proving Ground 

Technology 

Identify & Solve Challenges 
 

What technologies do 

humans need to survive 

for long durations? 

Learn to Live & Work 
 

How can humans, robotics, 

transportation, and ground control 

best work together in this environment? 

Explore & Pioneer 
 

How do we land, explore, 

live off the land, 

and return home? 
 

Earth 

Independent 



A Perspective on ISS for IVA Technology Research 

• Attributes 
– Most accessible location in space 

– Exceptional long duration micro-gravity 

– Shirt sleeve environment with many resources 

– In flight maintenance and crew operation 

– Captured test articles for safety 

 

• Vision 
– Analogous to a wind tunnel, 

– where scale model technology in its formative stage can be 
iteratively tested to failure in an authentic environment without 
harm to the test article, operator or facility, 

– the IVA ISS environment allows the same for technologies whose 
behavior is gravity dependent  

IVA = Intra Vehicular Activity 



Facility Perspective for IVA Technology Research 

• Development of a modular facility 
– That allows periodic upgrade with improved technologies 

– Is extensible to enable new paths of inquiry 

– Permits reconfiguration in H/W and S/W to vary test conditions 

– Allows technology to fail while remaining safe 

– Enables a variety of researchers to re-use existing facility 

 

• A Vision for IVA technology research 
– Facility hardware is adopted into the National Lab structure for use 

by the community 

– Researchers with low TRL technology and modest resources can 
access National Lab facilities as they would their own labs on Earth 

– Engage the broader research community through an easier, two 
step process that distinguishes between access and funding 

– Increase awareness by encouraging use of ISS in technology 
research solicitations 



For Technology, Model Validation in an 

Authentic Environment is Essential 

• Analysis and simulation help us 

understand the “what ifs” 

– But only if we trust them 

– They are doomed to succeed 

– They only contain the physics we 

chose to include 

– They need to be verified 

• Did we build the models right? 

– They need to be validated 

• Did we build the right models? 

– Over the range of our “what ifs” 

• Test provides the validation of 

our analysis and simulation 
– But only if traceable to the authentic 

environment 

– Used to identify both parametric and non-

parametric uncertainties (insufficiencies) 

– Can be expensive and therefore limited 

and conservative 

– Cannot exhaustively span the “what ifs” 

– Leads to a culture of “paralysis by 

analysis” and “cannot fail” 

– But we learn more by testing to failure 

The only tests that fail are those from which we do not learn 

 

In the advancement of technology, we should be ready and willing 

to break anything once 

 

ISS provides and unique opportunity to do this, 

and the time is now! 



Questions? 


